
VIRTUAL HUMAN  
PRODUCTION





AVATAR
We are It Alive lab — creators of digital avatars. 
In this book, we’d like to take you through all 
the steps of 3d-human genesis.



PROCESS



CONCEPT
We start with a ton of sketches and a character bible.
So that we create a unique person from the very beginning.



BONES AND 
MUSCLES



SKIN
The usual dimension of skin shader
used in modeling is 2k. We use 8k textures
on our avatars.





EMOTIONS
The application of our own method of digital animation

using more than 800 key points tables us to replicate
any true emotion on demand



CLOTHES
The garderobe is fully created in 3D.
We work with fashion designers to create 
unique collections.



Our virtual clothes are created based on real 
samples or totally from scratch. We use Houdini 

to simulate extremely realistic fabric.

DIGITALISATION





SCENARIO
To attract user’s attention we develop unique 

stories and plots within the life of an avatar



ENVIRONMENT We can make any environment In order to amaze your clients.
There are no limits within the artist’s imagination.



From the first concept art to the final look. We stick
to the process similar to movie production.





CHARACTERS



Avatar is a living entity of the brand values. You get
your own ambassador with an everlasting contract
and 100% loyalty.



SAY HI TO ANELIE
Our first digital influencer. We received an extreme activity on her Instagram blog.





My next Tinder 
Avatar

Rules are made 
to be broken

Open up to something Don’t touch me



78490

The girl is on �reMy next Tinder 
Avatar

Rules are made 
to be broken



MEET COCO
Friendly avatar with a face of a model and attitude of a travel blogger



Shibuya, Tokyo

Akihabara, Tokyo



Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Osaka, Japan



An artificial person who works as a real top-model

WELCOME SASHA







Girl with a desperate temper.

WOW! MAYA





Our first male avatar

HELLO, FRANK








